The frequency dependence of the second hyperpolarizability (r) 
INTRODUCTION
The third-order nonlinear susceptibility X(3), which mediates a wide range of nonlinear-optical processes, is the macroscopic expression of the microscopic second hyperpolarizability tensor r.
l -4 Perturbation theory gives a single expression for r, and the hyperpolarizabilities corresponding to each of the various nonlinear optical processes are just special cases of this general expression. 5 - 7 The underlying unity of the fundamental theoretical description is obscured in practice because r for each nonlinear optical process has a characteristically different balance of contributions from the electronic, vibrational, and rotational degrees offreedom of each molecule.
-1O
Recently there has been much theoretical interest and activity directed towards gaining an understanding of the various contributions to r for small molecules by means of ab initio calculations. 11-15 On the other hand, since the particular r tensors mediating the various processes are merely instances of a general r tensor differing only in their frequency arguments, it should be possible to disentangle the contributions of the various molecular mechanisms by experimentally studying the frequency dependence of r. Below we will present experimental measurements of the frequency dependence of r for CF 4 made by means of electric-field-induced second harmonic generation (ESHG), and a comparison ofthese results with the results of previous measurements from several other nonlinear-optics experiments with the same molecule. In order to interpret the results of this comparison, we have also calculated the vibrational contributions to reF. for the nonlinear-optical processes of third harmonic generation (THG), ESHG, and the dc Kerr effect.
EXPERIMENT
The experimental apparatus is similar to that previously described in detail elsewhere. 16-20 A cw laser beam from a dye laser pumped by an argon-ion laser, or from the argonion laser directly, is weakly focused through a sample cell containing the gas in which second-harmonic generation takes place. The static field breaks the symmetry of the system, permitting coherent generation of the second-harmonic signal. The signal is strongly enhanced by means of periodic phase matching, accomplished by arranging the electrodes so that the field alternates in direction every coherence length. The coherence length of the gas is adjusted to match the fixed spacing of the electrodes by varying the gas density. The electrode spacing is 2.69 mm, resulting in optimal pressures in the range of2. 1-5.7 atm (at 20-25 °C) in theexperiments reported here. The applied field is typically about 1.8 kV Imm. A double prism spectrometer and glass filters serve to separate the second-harmonic from the fundamental beam. The second-harmonic is detected by a photon counting system with an uncooled photomultiplier tube. The background is usually about 0.5 cps, while the peak signal is around several hundred cps. DCM and Rhodamine-6G are employed in the dye laser. The wavelengths were calibrated by Na or Ne atomic emission lines using spectral lamps and a Jarrell-Ash 1 m spectrometer.
The optical-field and static-field polarizations are parallel in this experiment, so the measurements are related to the XXXX component of the orientationally averaged tensor r a{3y{;' The ratio of hyperpolarizabilities for a sample gas B and a reference gas A is obtained from the relations rBlrA = (S12w)IS~2w»1/2(pBnBlpAn~)-1
where S (2w) is the peak signal, p is the number density and n", is the refractive index at frequency (r) of the gas at phase match. In thepresentcaseB = CF 4 and A = N 2 • Peak signal and optimum density were determined by least squares fitting a polynomial to the measurements of second harmonic power vs sample density, including only data taken symmetrically within about 10% of the peak signal so as to avoid fitting errors. Sample densities were computed from the measured pressures and temperatures using the virial equation of state. 21 Refractive indices were calculated from tables using the measured densities. 22 The local field corrections 20 given by Eq. (2) are very small, of order 0.2%. The purity of the N2 reference gas is 99.999% while that of the CF 4 sample is better than 99.9%. A Raman spectroscopic assay of the CF 4 found <0.058% impurities (CF 3 CkO.021%, CHF 3 <0.005%, N2 <0.018%, O 2 <0.012%, and H 2 0 < 0.00 18% ). From published measurements of the refractive index dispersion and the third-order susceptibility,23.24 one may estimate that the effect of the impurities will be to shift the measured hyperpolarizability by less than 0.1 % as compared to that of pure CF 4 , Measurements were made in coupled triplets (ABABA. .. ) in order to cancel drifts. The estimated total experimental uncertainty of a hyperpolarizability-ratio measurement is obtained by convolving the statistical uncertainty for an average of usually five triplets of runs, with the uncertainty of the density determinations due to the limited accuracy of the pressure gauge. The accuracy of the ratios determined in this experiment is around ± 0.4%.
In this experiment, one also obtains the ratio of linear N " where aa (Q) = a (2al) -a (Q) ), since aa is just proportional to p -t, the inverse phase match density. The accuracy of the linear polarizability dispersion ratio has been estimated as about ± 0.2%, based on the absolute pressure gauge accuracy of ± 0.15%. The reproducibility of the density ratio is ±0.02%.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The ratios YCFJYN, measured at seven wavelengths in this experiment are given in Table I Fig. 1 . The results of previous ESHG measurements are given in Table II , and are also plotted in Fig. 1 . The previous results are seen to be in good agreement with the present ESHG measurements for CF 4 , The linear polarizability dispersion ratios aa CF4 / aa N , measured in these experiments are also given in Table I . The value of aaCF, has been obtained from these ratios using the previously measured values of aaN for calibration. 27 Figure 2 shows the values of aa cF Jy2, ~btained from our measurements, plotted vs y2.
VIBRATIONAL CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE LINEAR POLARIZABlllTY
To illustrate our method of analysis we will first apply it to the linear polarizability. The method consists of first calculating the vibrational contribution, in this case aV, and then of obtaining the electronic contribution a e = a -aU from the experimentally measurable a by subtracting aVo Finally, one compares the value of a e so obtained with the value obtained from some independent estimate.
The vibrational contribution to the isotropic polarizability a~F is calculated from the expression 4 ,8:
where Omg is a vibrational transition frequency, 1Ji-~g 1 is a matrix element of the transition dipole moment and the primed summation excludes the ground state. Use has been made of the relation 1Ji-~g 1 = 1Ji-~g 1 = 1Ji-:"g 1 obeyed by all the non vanishing dipole matrix elements for CF 4 , At optical frequencies Q), one may apply the approximation O~g -liJ2 ::::: -liJ2 to obtain We may check our calculation of aV(m) in two ways.
First, we may take the static limit (m = 0) of Eq. (3):
m and make use of the matrix elements of Table III The two most important results of the analysis are illustrated in Fig. 2 . First, the vibrational contribution is a significant fraction of the total, and second, after correcting for aV, the remaining a' has a very simple frequency dependence.
CALCULATION OF VIBRATIONAL CONTRIBUTION TO

Y
Calculations of the vibrational contributions to the second hyperpolarizability are more complicated than those for the linear polarizability. In this section we will first make a relatively rough estimate of the vibrational contributions to r THO' followed by more precise calculations of the vibrational contributions to rESHO and rKerr' Our starting point is the expression for r due to Orr and Ward,5 applicable when damping may be ignored and suitable for use even in the static limit: the total r is the sum of all those terms for which at least one of the intermediate states is a vibrationally excited state in the ground electronic manifold of states. 9 ,43
In the case ofTHG, the vibrational hyperpolarizability cFor this vibration of 0, symmetry the only nonzero transition polarizability is 1/3 la"" + a YY + aUI
dFor this vibration of e symmetry the only nonzero transition polarizability is la"" -aYYI = 6.4 X 10-42 C 2 m 2 J-' .
• Since the 2V2 band is strongly polarized and the 0, symmetry species is in Fermi resonance with v" one may assume that the intensity is dominated by the 0, species, giving 1/3 la""
fThis is an upper bound arrived at by assuming that the Raman intensity is due to only theh species. metry holds for THG,9 and since the x, y, z, directions are equivalent for the Td symmetry group, one may write
where ( (13 ) This is only about I % of the total y. The accuracy of Eq. ( 13) is difficult to assess, but even if it were in error by a factor of three, ~HG would still be very small compared to r for CF 4 , In the case of ESHG, the situation is rather different from that of THG. Substituting (-w a ;W 1 'W 2 ' ( 3 ) = ( -2w;w,w,O), one may again write out the 48 permuted terms. One finds that more than half the terms have, in the denominator, a factor (Ov -w') with w' = O. Since for typical vibrational and optical frequencies Ov ~w, terms with a factor of the form in the denominator will be strongly enhanced over all the other terms. Retaining only enhanced terms one obtains the following expressions for the relevant tensor components of 1"'ESHG : r"appa ( -2w;w,w,D) (14a) and w, w, 0) = r"aapp ( -2w;w,w,0) 
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The experimentally measured quantity in our ESHG experiment is {y> xxxx. The isotropically averaged y tensors for ESHG and the dc Kerr effect have only two independent components, since {y> XXyy = {y> XYXY for these processes in particular, and {y> xxxx = {y> XXyy + {y> XYXY + {y> XYYX in general. Making use of the equivalence of the x, y, z directions for a tetrahedral molecule, one may write the independent components of {y> in terms of the three independent components of y as follows:
where the lower case indices denote components in the molecule fixed frame. Substituting Eqs. (14a) and ( 14b) into Eq. (16a), and considering that for the spherical top molecule CF 4 the following relations are satisfied 45 -47: {3 xxx = {3yyy = {3zzz,
one obtains the following expression for r"ESHG for CF 4 :
At optical frequencies, the second term of Eq. (18) should be very small and the first term is expected to be dominant. Numerical estimation and discussion will be deferred until the next section.
The procedure for calculation of r"Kerr is similar to that used in the calculation of YESHG' Substituting ( -w q ;w"wz, out the 48 frequency permuted terms for r"Kerr' one finds there appear terms with two of the factors (!lv -w') in the denominator having w' = 0. These terms are expected to be greatly enhanced over all other terms and, therefore, to dominate the expression for 11<.err. Retaining only the doubly enhanced terms results in the following expression for the relevant tensor components of 11<.err : The expressions given in Eqs. (18), (22), and (23) allow one to calculate r" for ESHG and the dc Kerr effect. The infrared and Raman data in Table III is essentially sufficient for this purpose, although some further assumptions still have to be made in the numerical evaluation, as will be discussed in the next section.
The nature of the final expressions for"., and the manner in which they were derived may be clarified by reference to Fig. 3 . The terms ofEq. (9) have been classified in Fig. 3(a) according to possible sequences of the vibrationally or electronically excited intermediate states 1m), In), and IP) in the terms which contribute to ".,. Making use of Eqs. (15) and (20) allows sequences of electronic transition dipoles in Fig.  3 (a) to be collapsed into vibrational transition polarizabilities and hyperpolarizabilities as shown in Fig. 3(b) . Eqs. (18), (22), and (23) result when the calculation is done with due regard for spatial subscripts in the numerator and frequency arguments in the denominator, account is taken of molecular symmetry, and the microscopic molecular result is isotropically averaged. Note that the various diagrams in Fig. 3 (b) do not contribute equally to".,. For N2 only the a 2 terms are nonvanishing. For CF 4 all terms are allowed, but the J-l2a , J-laJ-l, and J-lf3 terms are dominant for the nonlinear optical processes that we have considered.
NUMERICAL ESTIMATION AND DISCUSSION
Before proceeding with the numerical evaluation of 1' " it is useful to compare the experimental measurements for several different third-order optical processes, for the moment ignoring the contribution due to ".,. It has been suggested in previous work that far below resonance the electronic contributions to r for the various third-order nonlinear optical processes will obey the relation 10,48 y" , ; W I , CU 2 , ( 3 ) = y "(0;0,0,0) (24) where (25) is the effective laser frequency. If it is the case that the electronic contributions to r CF. are dominant, the values of r CF. experimentally determined by means of different nonlinear optical processes should all fall on the same straight line when plotted vs vi.
The previously published values of r CF. from dc Kerr effect,49.50 ESHGI6.51.52 and THG 53 experiments have been collected in Table II and have been plotted vs vi in Fig. 4 .
The straight line drawn there is the least squares fit of Eq.
(24) to the experimental ESHG results of the present work.
Two discordant values of rCF. from dc Kerr effect experiments are given in Table II , but only one has been plotted in Fig. 4 . The earlier measurement 49 was made on a sample of relatively low purity, only 98%, the chief impurity being air. The effect of 2% air as an impurity will be to increase the ,., Comparing the dc Kerr and THG measurements with the straight line fitted to the ESHG measurements, one finds that the dc Kerr measurement falls about 20% above, while the THG measurement falls about 7% below the straight line. These differences are well outside the error bars of the various measurements, which clearly indicates that vibrational contributions to r are significant.
The estimate of the vibrational contribution to rTHG made in the last section indicates that ~HG is almost negligible in comparison to the electronic contribution, and suggests that the vibrationally corrected rTHG may be used to calibrate the electronic contributions to the other processes for CF 4 , Following this idea and taking fiSHG as the vertical distance between the ESHG line and the vibrationally corrected THG point, the vibrational contribution to rESHG is estimated to be 7.1 X to-63 ~ m 4 J-3 . It may be seen from Eq. (18) that there is a term offisHG which varies as cu-
•
However, evaluating this term using the matrix elements given in Table III , one finds that it is negligibly small (0.14X to-63 C 4 m 4 J-3 ). Therefore, at optical frequencies the vibrational contribution to rESHG is nearly independent of cu, and so subtracting the value of fiSHG from the rESHG data to obtain r"ESHG only causes a parallel translation of the solid straight line shown in Fig. 4 . The estimate of r" obtained by a parallel translation of the rESHG line until it passes through the YTHG point is shown as the dashed line in (18), (22) , and (23), and thatthe three-fold degeneracy of such vibrations has already been accounted for by making use of Eq. (16) for the isotropic averages. However, when the symmetry specieslz appears n times in the representation of a particular vibrational overtone or combination transition, then one must mUltiply the matrix element by an extra degeneracy factor n. Furthermore, in the harmonic approximation, the matrix element for the hot band transition VoV j -+ VoV j + 1 is proportional to (v j + 1) 1/2. Such a simple result is not obtained for overtone and combination transitions, which are not allowed in the harmonic approximation, so for simplicity we have assumed that an overtone or combination transition starting from an excited level has the same matrix element as the same transition starting from the ground state.
The evaluation of 11<.err from Eqs. (22) and (23) makes use of the matrix elements given in Table III and The calculated value of ~err finally permits a clear test of our calculations of r". We had proceeded by attributing the difference between the 74HG and rESHG measurements to 71.sHG' However, the theoretical expression for 71.sHG is proportional to the unknown hyper-Raman fJ for CF 4 , so the calculation for r"ESHG ends up being used to determine the free parameter {3. For ~err' no further unknown parameters enter the calculation and so one may carry through the comparison of theory and experiment in order to judge the accuracy of the calculation. Thus, the fact that all the vibrationally corrected measurements fall on the same line supports the adequacy of our analysis. We note, however, that the calculated r"Kerr is likely to be an overestimate since all matrix elements were assumed to be positive in the evaluation of the theoretical expressions. There will be a cancellation of terms if some matrix elements are negative. If six of the largest matrix elements are assumed to be positive but the signs of the other matrix elements are chosen at random, then n.~rr is reduced by about 2 X on average. Good agreement between theory and experiment seems to require that the largest matrix elements are all positive. In any case, the numerical results obtained here are much more reliable than those previously obtained by Elliott and Ward. Their calculation gave r"Kerr :::::3r", which is about lOX too large (note that an extra factor of 1/6 is included in the definition of r in Ref. 8).
In summary, we have presented experimental measurements of Y made by ESHG and a method for combining these measurements with those from other nonlinear-optics experiments. All the experimental data is consistent with the decomposition of r into electronic and vibrational parts, where r" is strongly frequency dependent but r" is essentially constant for each nonlinear optical process. Combining measurements and calculations, for CF 4 we find that r" / r" ::::: 1 %, 10%, and 30% for THG, ESHG, and the dc Kerr effect, respectively. Accurate data on the frequency dependence OfYTHG and YKerr would allow a better test of the calculations and analysis that have been presented here. The estimate of the value of the hyper-Raman fJ of CF 4 which is obtained as a byproduct of this work allows one to predict that the hyper-Raman spectrum of CF 4 will be 40 X weaker than that ofCH 4 • A measurement of the hyper-Raman spectrum of CF 4 would provide another test of the above analysis. Ultimately, a measurement of 71.sHG may provide a means for the accurate absolute calibration of the hyperRamanfJ·
